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Resources
Dr. Brian Schrag recently published a new book, Artistic Dynamos |
An Ethnography on Music in Central African Kingdoms (Routledge
2021). Brian’s work is innovative, explaining and illustrating his “stable
& malleable” theory of artistic dynamism. You will also enjoy it as an
excellent model of arts ethnography. Check out the website here:
https://artisticdynamos.com/
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“I am an ethnodoxologist” – Joy and Jaewoo Kim (Clarkston, GA)

This You Tube video is the second in a series of informal recordings in
which international leaders in GEN talk about what ethnodoxology
looks like in their contexts. We hope this series will provide a global
view of the breadth of ethnodoxology and its practitioners.
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Can you believe it? Creating Local Arts Together: A Manual to Help
Communities Reach their Kingdom Goals is almost 9 years old! It’s
time to make some upgrades and publish a 2nd edition. Those helping
in significant ways will receive a free electronic copy. Brian Schrag
requests your input here: www.tinyurl.com/ManualRevisionForm

Events

GEN’s one-week Ethnodoxology workshop is ONLINE May 10-
14! Registration closes Saturday night, so click here now for

highly discounted (30% off) registration:
https://cewa.regfox.com/ethnodoxology-workshop-2021
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ARTS FOR A BETTER FUTURE venues this summer:

May 10-14 (Artes Para o Reino) in Brazil. Pray for facilitators
Heber Negrao, Saulo Pinheiro, and Jhonny Anderson.
May 31 pm - June 5 at Dallas International University. Register
before May 15 (includes housing & food options).
July 4-9 at All Nations Christian College in the UK

Registration and details at www.artsforabetterfuture.org - check it out!
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From the organizers of the Global Consultation on Arts and Music
in Missions, here are several announcements:

- We are so excited to have outstanding plenary guests Dr. Robin
Harris, Dr. Myrleene Yap, Dr. Michael Ortiz, and Dr. Matt Boswell.
Hear from them: https://vimeo.com/527429987

- We have FOUR house bands for the July GCAMM. Check 'em out in
this video: https://vimeo.com/524418610

- For an amazing throwback, see footage from our first-ever Gathering
in 2003: https://vimeo.com/539375288

Remembering
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Dr. Eduard Alekseyev (1937-2021) was an avid supporter of GEN, a
respected Russian-Sakha scholar of ethnomusicology and folklore,
and a mentor to many. See a tribute to him from Dallas International
University, where an endowed scholarship in his name was
established for MA students with field experience in World Arts.

GEN envisions a future in which communities of Jesus followers in
every culture engage with God and the world through their own artistic

expressions. We offer networking, training, and resources for the
flourishing of biblical and culturally appropriate arts.

~ a world of arts for God's purposes ~
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